Women's Rugby Club

By Rosy Silva

The Bridgewater Women's Rugby Club opened their homestand on a good note, a big 10-0 win over Holy Cross. Bridgewater showed their potential as a team by putting Holy Cross deep without the Compass, completing this offensive blast came in, scored one try, and actually kicked two points. This gave Bridgewater a 4-0 halftime lead.

Bridgewater dominated the second half, scoring eight tries and a missed conversion. Diane Burke took a pass from Debbie Bikius, then danced around the midfield, setting up her second try of the game. The next home game is Saturday, October 22. Come to the Rugby fields at 4 p.m. and add some "legent vioirs to your Homecoming festivities."

REAS

Rugby players will win their first prize.

Right on their heads is a headdress, BANANS, and the Force.

In the women's flag football league the Tigers are also leading the way with defending champions Mad Dogs and No Naps right behind them. Their playoffs will be a couple of weeks soon.

The volleyball intramural league took this week off due to possible conflicts with varsity basketball games, which will begin again this Sunday and end on October 12 at Kelly Gym.

This year second quarter schedule availability is still available, the gym and

Women's Rugby Club

In the Freshman Center, Maxwell Library
First floor, Park Avenue entrance

**PROFESSIONAL TUTORING TO ALL STUDENTS IN THE COLLEGE**

**INDIVIDUALIZED DIAGNOSIS OF WRITING PROBLEMS**

**EXERCISES TO IMPROVE SPECIAL WRITING SKILLS**

**TECHNIQUES OF INVENTION AND DISCOVERY CURING (CURING)**

**EDITING AND REVISING**

**WRITING WORKSHOPS ON SPECIAL TOPICS**

**AUDIOWISUAL INSTRUCTIONAL**

**ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION**

**RESEARCH SKILLS**

**A SUPPORTIVE READER WHO DOES NOT GIVE GRADES**

Sports Feature

Frisbee Golf at B.S.C.

By Bob Smith

Many students may not be familiar with frisbee golf, but the few students that indulge in this sport find it a very enjoyable experience. The difference between frisbee golf and regular golf is that instead of clubs, you use a flying disc. And instead of a nine hole course, you have the frisbee, a barrel, bush, or moguls.

Frisbee golf is a sport that has only had one change, that of the nine holes. The frisbee used to be Boyden's lawn, but the administrative faculty didn't appreciate frisbees being thrown there. So the hole was changed to the flagpole located at the right of Boyden.

During the last couple of weeks the course has undergone many more changes to increase the level of difficulty. These changes are as follows: (3rd Hole) the dog is around the phone pole in back of Scott, and now in the new tee box; (6th Hole) the tee off area has been changed to the right of the mailbox and behind the bushes in front of Scott; (9th Hole) has been changed to a par three. (9th Hole) the tee off area has been changed to the right of Boyden Hall's stairs. The course is still nine holes, under par, which was held by Sean Patrick.

With the course changes, the new record is 17 shots under, held by Dennis Knight.

To grab your frisbee and take a shot at a new frisbee golf course,

B.S.C. Champ Defends Title

By Beth Ward and Joe Guevara

Many people have heard of frisbee, yet very few frisbee golf. Bonnie Gordon, the National Women's jet ski champion, was a first timer at Bridgewater State College. Bonnie Gordon is a sophomore at Bridgewater State College. She will be defending her title on October 27 and they are all very excited about this. Bonnie is the only one at Bridgewater State who has ever entered a jet ski race. This Havasue, Arizona. Bonnie has been practicing for the big event at the lake for about a month at Lake Havasue, Arizona. Bonnie has been practicing for the big event at Lake Havasue, Arizona.

Many people who have heard of frisbee, yet very few frisbee golf. Bonnie Gordon, the National Women's jet ski champion, was a first timer at Bridgewater State College. Bonnie Gordon is a sophomore at Bridgewater State College. She will be defending her title on October 27 and they are all very excited about this. Bonnie is the only one at Bridgewater State who has ever entered a jet ski race. This Havasue, Arizona. Bonnie has been practicing for the big event at the lake for about a month at Lake Havasue, Arizona.

Dr. Kryzanek Speaks

By Paul Foster

The first of what is hoped to be a series of faculty lectures was held on Tuesday, October 5, in the Bridge­

Dr. Kryzanek started the evening by asking what his audience what he tells his students. One hundred and fifty rep­

After voting, the final ballot of students recommen­

President Rondileau and Maria Ferrante in the barn bull.

Hotline

By Bonnie Bowden

October 27 will mark the official opening of the consumer Hotline, which will be sponsored by the City of Mass­

This hotline will focus on assisting Bridgewater and surrounding communities, and was staffed by Marilyn Dawes for a week by MASSPEN. The hotline will be open from 9 to 5 on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. President Rondileau and Maria Ferrante in the barn bull.

Dr. Kryzanek started the evening by asking what his audience what he tells his students. One hundred and fifty rep­

mation, a suggestion sheet was also included, asking for possible speakers. Mr. Deep told the Comment that one hundred and fifty rep­
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Keep the Drinking Age at 20

By Brenda Ararao

The proposal to raise the drinking age to 21 or to set it at 20 is being considered nationwide. In spite of Dukakis' statement that he would veto it if it came to the floor, it appears that there have been no formal objections from senators and representatives from the minority of nodes who would vote against it. The drinkers' drinkers are still against it, but they are not the only legal drinking age is not going to keep kids from drinking. The people under 21 can still get alcohol by going under the age of 21. They don't drink and it wouldn't be. It would be legal to go to a club, have a few drinks, if necessary, and then go home. If time arrived, they would be able to go home and drink safely.

The proposal to raise the drinking age to 20 or to set it at 20 is being considered nationwide. The person who turned 20 in the past year or will turn 20 in the next year should not have their drinkers' privileges revoked. Many college students, going home for the holidays, use this new policy as their way of life. They must have the freedom of speech, freedom of choice, and free will under the federal draft law. Does the federal draft want to make sure that the students don't want to wave our American flag if it means that they don't want to be in their own in a gun society?

When I am greeting and I've come to the flag we go to do with the expectation that there will be the type of liberty and government involvement. This bill sponsored by DeFofi- lippini immediately led to more government control and would result in further segregation of the rich and poor. Does this agree with our basic idea of democracy? Supporters of this bill maintain that they are for the benefit of the students. Their goal is to make it easier for the student to have a red flag at the Brazilian State. They are not for the be a bed of roses. It is a restriction for an individual seeking to further his education and hoping to get all practical experience that is required for the professional he must choose between.

If we have our problems but I've managed to do what I can in my senator seat. I am starting to look like the rest of the country and to the value of a nation. I was relieved of my position at a college station. I've worked hard for something. I've worked for the betterment of America. I've worked for the college students. Most people don't want to wave our American flag. It just means that we don't want to wave it in front of a gun society.—money?
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Students, Guns, and Money

By Diane Parent

Education, especially post-high school education, is a critical element of our cultural heritage. For many, today’s students are facing a frightening and challenging environment. The risks that they face are so great that some fear for their very survival. It is in this context that we must consider the impact of gun violence on our nation’s youth. The recent spate of school shootings has raised serious concerns about the role of firearms in our schools and communities. It is clear that we must take action to address this crisis.

The proposed solution to this problem is a ban on assault-style weapons. This measure is intended to reduce the availability of these deadly firearms and to make our schools safer for all students. While there are certainly valid arguments for and against such a ban, it is important to consider the potential impact on our communities.

On the one hand, a ban on assault-style weapons could have significant positive effects. It would help to prevent future tragedies and reduce the risk of future violence. It would also send a clear message to our young people that we are committed to protecting them and ensuring their safety.

On the other hand, there are concerns that a ban on assault-style weapons could have negative consequences. Some argue that such a ban could prevent law enforcement from effectively enforcing the law and could lead to an increase in gun-related crimes. Others argue that it could discourage citizens from purchasing guns for self-defense.

Ultimately, the decision to ban assault-style weapons must be made with careful consideration of all factors and with the goal of ensuring the safety of our communities. It is clear that we must take action to address this crisis, and a ban on assault-style weapons could be a step in the right direction.
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**BSC Professor to Head Spring Tour of Paris**

French majors join tour. A one week guided tour of Paris, France, is being offered in the spring by Dr. Steven Bennett, Director of Bridgewater State College. The trip will take place on March 14 and is being coordinated with the American Council for International Studies. This tour is open for anyone interested in French culture, history, art, wines, cheeses, and gastronomy.

**Commentary (from p. 3)**

I wanted to accomplish at WBNS. Plans to construct a new studio and a newsroom that accommodate my interests are being proposed. I hope they will be built soon. We are currently working at the old WBNS building. It is being torn down within the next week. The WBNS station has an important role in the community. It provides a forum for citizens to express their opinions and to be heard. It also serves as a source of information and entertainment for the public.

**Classifieds**

**By Bruce Tamlyn**

Who or what will decide your career? This question seems to have an obvious answer. You will determine what you will do. However, many will say that this question is not as simple as it seems. In some cases, your parents, or those who know you well, may advise you to consider a career in a particular field. However, in other cases, your career can be determined by factors over which you have little control. For example, your parents or other family members may pressure you into choosing a career that they believe will be financially rewarding. Alternatively, your career can be influenced by advice from friends, teachers, or employers. Ultimately, it is up to you to decide what you want to become. This involves considering your interests, abilities, and values.

**Psychology Club Happenings**

By Rachel Cooper

The fall semester is swing- ing. If being a psychology major sounds like a good idea, then the Psychology Club is looking for new members. The club meets on room 314 at the following times: on the first and third Wednesdays of each month at 5 p.m. in the canteen; and on the first and third Thursdays of each month at 7:45 p.m. in the library. Our club has a large and active membership, with a variety of interests and backgrounds. We look forward to welcoming new members to our club.

**Open House at Brockton Hospital**

Men and women interested in a challenging and rewarding career in nursing are invited to attend an Open House at the Brockton Hospital on Thursday, November 17, from 7 to 8 p.m. The Open House will be held in the main hospital conference room. The goal of this Open House is to provide potential candidates with information about the nursing profession and to answer any questions they may have. This event is open to anyone who is interested in pursuing a career in nursing. For more information, please contact the Nurse Recruitment Coordinator, Ms. Diane Gagnon, at the Brockton Hospital, 400 Main Street, Brockton, MA 02301, telephone number: (508) 589-5600, extension 2144.
Crimes Of The Heart And Dondoonesy

October 27th
28th, 29th!

Photo: Chris Harwood

Crimes Of The Heart is a play by Abigail Heyman, and is now playing at the Shubert Theatre, Broadway. It is a family comedy, and the play has been nominated for a Tony Award. The play is about three sisters who are trying to make a living in the New York City area. The play is directed by George Abbott, who is known for his work in directing films in Hollywood. The play is a successful production and has been nominated for several awards.

Dondoonesy is a musical based on the novel of the same name by Angela Carter. The novel is about a young woman who is involved in a love triangle with two men. The musical is directed by Stephen Sondheim and is currently playing at the Royale Theatre in New York City. The show is directed by David Alden, who has directed several successful productions in the past.

Entertainment

The Nutcracker!

Photo: Mark Seliger

"Twas the night before Christmas..." The Bridgewater College Student Union Program Committee is proud to present the annual Nutcracker production. This year's performance will be held on Tuesday, November 29th at 8:00 PM in the AXA Auditorium. The show is directed by Bridgewater College faculty member, Dr. Jennifer Adams. The performance features the Bridgewater College Dance Theatre, under the direction of Dr. Adams.

Contest Number Four: Winners will be notified in the next issue of The Comment. No questions will be answered as to any content and winners will be notified by the number of entries received. It is possible to win on only one entry and still win only, of course, someone else does better.
**Entertainment**

**Chicago: A Musical Vaudeville**

**BOSTON**—It has been an unusually busy fall for Boston University. President Hill has announced a sell-out of last week’s question, which was about the famous songs from the Nutcracker. For the first time, BU students were asked to solve a puzzle related to holiday music.

The puzzle was based on the Nutcracker Suite, which is composed by Tchaikovsky. Students were asked to identify the composer of the piece. The correct answer was Piotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky.

The prize for solving the puzzle was a pair of tickets to see the Nutcracker performance at the Boston Opera House. The show runs from December 15 to 24 and features a cast of 50 performers, including singers, dancers, and musicians.

Students who answered the question correctly are eligible to enter the contest to win a pair of tickets. The contest runs until January 1, and winners will be announced on January 2.

The Nutcracker suite is a traditional holiday staple, and its popularity has led to its inclusion in many school and community performances. The piece is a favorite among music lovers and has been performed around the world.

For more information on the contest, visit the Boston University website or contact the Boston Opera House at (617) 692-3221.
Entertainment

The Real Bond

By Kevin Roberts

Sean Connery returns in the role that brought him fame as James Bond, the British Secret Service Agent 007, in the film Never Say Never Again.

A remake of the 1965 flick, Never Say Never Again is existing and more superior than some of the last Bond films starring Roger Moore.

The plot this time around involves the S.P.E.C.T.R.E. organization. Two former female villains that Bond has ever had the pleasure of treading with. The plot is pretty simple, but unpretentious habit of lusting after each other until they meet Bond and then ripping them apart a million times, in a top form. Who else but James Bond could deliver a formulaic film in a health clinic by throwing in his own unique spin? There's a nice touch of Bond dancing and playing his guitar through the ultimate video game called Domination.

The music is disappointing with only the little song being somewhat memorable. Legal rights forbid the use of the classic Bond theme by Monty Norman and other famous themes.

It is interesting to see new faces in familiar roles like Klaus Maria Brandauer as Ernst Strohm and Edward Fox as former 007, James Bond. The humor, evident in every moment, is the deadliest of all. Kevin Roberts is on the new wave of the new folk blues bands. Hot Stuff!

The music is safeguarding the beat. The keyboard rock sound. The great harmonies. The witty tunes. Just something here.

The Rat Race

By Joe Wallace

Unidentified Rat is not what it claims to be. First it's a cartoon and secondly, it's not about a ghost. Thirdly, it's not a movie. It's funny, interesting, foolish, and nearly pointless. It's horrifying, in a word, and wrong. The same way some might be impressed by watching The Green Mile: an obvious product of the Unidentified Unknown's mind is hardly a real world movie.

Wait! I'm calling your Arroh every moment you have become P老板's dog, drooling on the very thought of what I am about to reveal to you. Well, Skinner, your day has come. Write up stories! Each is the ultimate man vs. nature movie. What, you say, is this human hero plotted against—me? A what? No! The ultimate Incredibility is a rat.

In a very short time, you have become P老板's dog, drooling on the very thought of what I am about to reveal to you. What, you say, is this human hero plotted against—me? A what? No! The ultimate Incredibility is a rat.

The great stars of this flick are funny, entertaining, and believable. The background music is the best of the band's hits and music. It's the best of the band's hits and music. It's the best of the band's hits and music.

The humor, evident in every moment, is the deadliest of all. Kevin Roberts is on the new wave of the new folk blues bands. Hot Stuff!

The Real Bond

By Kevin Roberts

The Real Bond

Returns In 'Never Say Never Again'

By Robert Flynn

Jumpin' Jack Flash, Billy Squier's St. in the Fensmy Breez- the term used by the British Secret Service Agent 007 that gives your feet no excise to remain stationary. A local group worth the cover.

Sandy's Jazz Revival, 34r Cap St., Beverly, 922-7111. This Jazz is off the charts. The band is a couple of fine records out on the Rounder label. $4 cover.

Saturday the 20th 22nd

Jonathan Seville's, 6831 Pelly St., Cambridge, 601-0777. Roomful of Blues - the best of everything in the swing. The players in the BIC are the first to the three of them all. Great dance stuff. Their sax is fun.

Storyville, 463 Beacon St, Kenmore Square, 298-0883. Johnny Cooper's rock and roll band. Name of the game: the Savages.

The Battle of the Texas blues bands. Hot Stuff!

It seems like I've listed lots of blues bands it's because I've listed lots of blues bands. The latest blues/new music scene is dead this week in clubland, so check out something new.

Writers and production needed for the review of the real Bond.
Entertainment

The Real Bond Returns in ‘Never Say Never Again’

By Kevin Roberts

Sean Connery returns in the role that brought him fame as James Bond, the British Secret Service Agent 007, in the film Never Say Never Again.

A release of the 1965 classic Thunderball, Never Say Never Again is existing and moving more than 10 years after the last Bond films starring Sean Connery.

The plot is set in the present, and it concerns a mystery that has never been solved. In the 1965 film, Bond and his crew are sent to investigate the kidnapping of the daughter of a wealthy industrialist, who is later revealed to be a woman named Tanya. Bond and his team uncover a plot to destabilize the government of a South American country, and they must work together to prevent a disaster.

In Never Say Never Again, Tanya is still alive and well, but she is now a political figure in that same country. Bond and his team must deal with a new set of threats, including a rogue agent within the United Nations who is trying to overthrow the government.

While the plot may seem familiar, Never Say Never Again is a new and exciting film that will keep audiences on the edge of their seats. With powerful performances from all the actors, including Sean Connery, Never Say Never Again is sure to be a hit with Bond fans everywhere.

By Robert Flynn

Jumper Jack Flash, 8th Greenwich St. In the Fawney Bre- dren, T. York. Need it? Have it! Need it? Have it! Need it now! This is headphone that gives your feel no excuse to remain stationary. A local group worth the cover.

Sandy’s Jazz Revival, 34 Cedar St., Beverly, Bar Loisel. This is the new wave of the new wave with his witty tunes. ...just something different here.

Friday the 21st

Ed Burke’s, 801 Huntington Ave., Boston, 666-7397. High energy, high spirits. The perfect end to a long week. And don’t be late, because if you are, you’ll be left out in the cold.

Saturday the 22nd

Jonathan Sevitch’s, 445 Slip St., Cambridge, 617-507-4311. Now on at 11:30 of Blues – the last thing in contemporary swing. The played in the BSC at last third of the month there. Great dance stuff. Their six-line up will knock you down.

Storyville, 649 Beacon St., Kenmore Square, 298-0080. Johnny Cash and the Aztec Mummy and the Swans. The battle of the Texas blue bands. Hot Stuff!

It seems like I’ve listed a lot of blues bands it’s because I’ve listed lots of blues bands. Notably when the Joplin sax/new music scene is dead this week in clubland, so check out something new.

Writers and pronunciation needed for the next review, please

By Joe Wallace

Of Unknown Origin is not what it seems to be. First of all, it’s not a ghost story. Secondly, it’s not about a ghost. Thirdly, it’s not a movie. It’s funny, interesting, funny, and frightening. Yes, it’s frightening.

In a world where the way we are now is being through the ultimate video game called Domination, this movie is disappointing. Only the little thing being something memorable. Legal rights festal the use of the classic spin tingling James Bond theme by Monty Norman and other famous themes.

It is interesting to see new faces in familiar roles like Max Von Sydow as Ernst Stavro Blofeld and Roxy Moore. A.M. Klaus Marie Brandisowsky makes the role of the evil Larger a more complex, three dimensional character.

As a remake, the story line of Never Say Never Again has been cleverly changed creating a new film. An older, wiser Bond. Connery makes his character more believable. No offense to Mr. Moore but: Mr. Connery has always been the real Bond.

By Mark Pimentel

My editor, last week, came with a very important question. The question was: do you have something for the next week? Having read a book and watched the movie, I said: "Sure, I’ll try." And then I went to write. The question was: do you have something for the next week? Having read a book and watched the movie, I said: "Sure, I’ll try." And then I went to write. The question was: do you have something for the next week? Having read a book and watched the movie, I said: "Sure, I’ll try." And then I went to write.

By Lisa B. Richardson

Told by L.S. Richardson, and J.K. Roberts, etc.

We first met Coach Tex while sitting in the stands at Swinnerton Field, being gratified of what the referees were really trying to signal. It was our incredible fortune to become acquainted next to those Vegetable Euphonisters of football etiquate. The following illustrations should be cut out and brought to every game:

The referees should not get caught with your “pants” down. The next time you see your referees, ask why the referees catch some yellow cards and others do not.

These events are sponsored by the Student Union Program Committee.

Entertainment
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A Listener's Guide to Radio Stations

By Peter George

A listener’s guide to radio sta­tions is a very unique radio market — with a variety of services and a very active audience. Here are a few "must-tune" stations to give a listen to some of the biggest and the best.

WBUR (50,000 watts, Brookline) It’s a public radio station that’s been on the air for over 50 years. It’s well known for its news and public affairs programming.

WBOS (50,000 watts, Quincy) Another great public radio station, WBOS has a strong focus on music and arts programming.

WUSM (92.9 watts, Waltham) A classic station that plays a variety of music, including jazz, blues, and ragtime.

WUMB (200 watts, Boston) This station is particularly unique in the radio market, with a strong emphasis on local programming and community involvement.

Mind you, the synopsis is just what you’re about to give is based on personal experience. You can always refer to the above stations, but it’s definitely a treat. Like any other services, radio stations are here to serve the public.

First, let's take a look at the little-known WERS station, first of its kind in the college radio world. It’s 92.9 - WERS (1200 watts, North Dartmouth) that aired in 1947. Its owner, Boston College, was the first radio station, first to go on the air in 1947.

Ultra, ultra smooth.

Ultra, ultra Rough.

That's why WSAF offers YOU exciting career opportunities.

Electronic Engineering

There are many people who are interested in this field, but do you know that there are many people who are working in it? The field of electronic engineering is one of the most exciting and challenging fields in the world.

Linguistics

Linguistics is the study of language, its structure and use. It's a field that involves both theoretical and applied aspects of language, and it's a great field to explore.

Computer Science

Computer science is the study of how to design, develop, and use software systems. It's a field that involves both theoretical and applied aspects of computer systems, and it's a great field to explore.

The Rewards at NSA

NSA offers a wide range of benefits to its employees, including competitive salaries, health insurance, and retirement plans. It also offers opportunities for professional development and growth.

Majors/Fields

There's no limit to the number of majors/fields you can pursue at NSA, including cybersecurity, computer science, electrical engineering, and more. NSA is a great place to work in a variety of fields.

Forensic Society

The Forensic Society is BSC's own forensics club and debate club ready and waiting for you to come and be a part of it.

You've Got to Play Hardball When It Comes to Your Career

One thing is for sure, you've got to be aggressive and competitive when it comes to your career. Here are some tips on how to do that:

1. Network with others in your field, and don't be afraid to ask for help.
2. Keep your skills up-to-date, and don't be afraid to learn new skills.
3. Be proactive, and don't wait for opportunities to come to you.
4. Be persistent, and don't give up if you don't get what you want right away.

Scholarship Fundraiser Successful

By Kevin Roberts

The Communication Disorders Disorder Major at Bay State College has a very diverse body of students and is currently ranking well among the best in the country.

Qualifications for the scholarship

First, let’s take a look at the criteria for the scholarship:

1. Must be a Communication Disorders Disorder Major with a GPA of at least 3.0
2. Must have at least 3 credits in any major
3. Must be enrolled in the Communication Disorders Disorder Major
4. Must have a strong interest in the field

There will be a scholarship at the annual National Convention held in Cleveland, Ohio. Any student interested in applying should contact the scholarship committee at Bay State College.

The Comment

Thursday, October 20, 1983

Thursday, October 20, 1983

Sponsored by the History Club

Strawberry Banana Day Trip

DATE: October 30, 1983
DEPARTURE TIME: Approximately 7:30 a.m.
COST: $30.00 (admission)

For More Information

Attend meetings held every Thursday.

Don't Forget:

Saturday & Sunday, October 23 & 24
See you there!
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many students have represented the
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Offer 50 Summer Editing Jobs

The Dow Jones News-
paper Fund is now accepting applications for its summer 1984 News-
paper Editing Intern Program. Students majoring in Journalism, English, or Foreign Language, who are sopho-
more or junior standing, are eligible to apply. In the program, students will have the opportunity to gain
hands-on experience in copy editing at a major news organization.

Applications are accepted on a rolling basis, with a deadline for submitting applications set for March 1.

The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund is a non-profit organization that supports journalism education and training through its various programs, including the Summer Intern Program. This program is designed to provide students with real-world experience in the field of journalism, preparing them for careers in the industry.

Applicants are encouraged to apply as soon as possible to ensure consideration for the available positions.

Kryzanic (from p. 1)

Kryzanic: It's a mixed blessing for old people. It's a good fortune of our children, but it's a mixed blessing. The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund is offering 50 summer editing jobs for students majoring in journalism, English, or foreign languages. The program, which runs from May 1 to August 31, is open to sophomores and juniors. Applicants must submit a completed application by March 1. The Dow Jones Newspaper Fund is a non-profit organization that supports journalism education and training through its various programs, including the Summer Intern Program. This program is designed to provide students with real-world experience in the field of journalism, preparing them for careers in the industry. Applicants are encouraged to apply as soon as possible to ensure consideration for the available positions.
Nuclear weapons and the danger of nuclear war have been the focus of European attention since the heightening of tension in the current balance of power between the superpowers. This heightening of tension reflects many factors, including the increasing potential for a nuclear battlefield and the development of very fast, accurate, and deadly missiles that can have an impact on this battlefield. Organizing and resisting such weapons is an important part of the work of the peace movement in Europe. Students Concerned About Nuclear War and other peace organizations have joined forces in a campaign to stop the cruise and Pershing 2. Please join us in a march through Cambridge and Boston on Sunday, October 23, beginning at 10:30 a.m. To register and to see this march proceed to Boston Common for a rally beginning at 1:00 p.m. Speaking out against the Europeans will be: communal activist Albie Hof­­man; Randy Kahler, National Co­ordinator of the Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign; CUNY Professor Barry Com­­moner; poet Grace Paley; and NATO general Nino Pallo, Representative Saun­­dra Graham, chairperson of the Massachusetts Twentieth Anniversary Mobilization; former Grey Panthers UN representa­­tive and performers Paul Winter, John Hall, Odetta, and Paul Winter.

The next issue of the Bridgewater Arts Review will be one hundred page book with a full color front cover. Inside will be poetry, fiction, and art work from talented students of the DSC campus. Reserve your copy now before they are all gone.
**Sports**

**Field Hockey Seeks National Ranking**

By Gregory Mathis

The Bridgewater State Bear's women's field hockey team has a good shot at finding itself in the National Rankings this week.

The squad is currently ranked 14th in the Massachusetts State College Athletic Conference (M.A.S.C.A.C.) rankings and 16th in the New England Intercollegiate Women's Field Hockey Association (NEIWA) poll.

On Tuesday, the Bears will travel to Westfield State to play the Mountaineers. The Bears are currently ranked 14th in the NEIWA poll.

Bridgewater is currently leading the conference with a 6-1-5 record, while Westfield is 3-3-4.

The Bears have a 4-1-1 record against the Mountaineers in the last five meetings, with the most recent game ending in a 3-2 loss for Bridgewater.

Head Coach Michael Galeski said, "We are looking to even our season mark on Tuesday. We have been working hard in practice, and I am confident that we can win this game."
Field Hockey Seeks National Ranking

By Gregory Mahlin

The Bridgewater State College field hockey team has a good shot at finding itself among the nation's top teams this fall. BSC has compiled a 1-0 record in the opening weekend of the season, with a victory over Fitchburg State and a tie with Merrimack College. The team will compete in the New England Intercollegiate Field Hockey Conference (N.E.I.F.H.C.) this season, which includes eight teams from the New England region. The conference will hold its championship tournament in November.
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Bears Prepare for Homecoming

By Gregory Mahlin

The Bridgewater State College field hockey team will be looking for its 12th straight victory on Saturday at homecoming against Fitchburg State College. Game time is 1:00 p.m. at the Bridgewater State College Homecoming Field.

The Bears are coming off a 2-0 victory over North Greenville University on Wednesday. They went on to defeat the University of Massachusetts-Boston 2-1 on Thursday. They will be looking to continue their winning streak this weekend.
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Tennis Team Finishes on Upswing

By Deb Sansone

On Saturday, October 15, Bridgewater State College held the Massachusetts State College Athletic Conference (M.A.S.C.A.C.) championship, with Mike Churchill, a junior out of Fitchburg College, winning the individual championship. Churchill broke the school record in the record time of 26:08.

Churchill went on to win the M.A.S.C.A.C. championship in a record time of 26:08.
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Churchill went on to win the M.A.S.C.A.C. championship in a record time of 26:08.

Churchill went on to win the M.A.S.C.A.C. championship in a record time of 26:08.
B.S.C. Champ Defends Title

Women's Rugby Club

By Rosey Sieve

The Bridgewater Women's Rugby Club earned its homecoming victory team a big 13-10 over Holy Cross. Bridgewater showed off its offensive and defensive skills through the game by pushing Holy Cross deep within the territory. This offensive blast came at the expense of the Irish defense, which only gave up 10 points.

The Bridgewater defense scored by Linda Cross. Bridgewater showed - right lost. Whenever Holy Cross showed up, Bridgewater defensed closed right on them. The defense Cross scored their second try, opening festivities. The women's volleyball tourney was sparked by the aggres- some effort of Cathy Hill, who was lead Holy Cross at half field.

B.C. vs. Holy Cross

Bob Smith

Many students may not be familiar with frisbee golf, but the few students that indulge in this sport find it a very enjoyable. The difference between frisbee golf and regular golf is instead of clubs and a ball, you use a frisbee. Instead of a nine iron, hole, you have to hit a free, a barrel, bush, or regalo.

Our campus has a nine hole frisbee golf course. In the spring of 1986, the first game of the frisbee golf season was played at Bridge- water State College. The course, starting at the fifth hole and ends behind the Student Union. It extends throughout the quadrange and all the way up to Boyden Hall. The excellent campus lighting makes frisbee golf possible at any time, day or night.

The Bridgewater team has had only one change, the addition of Bob Smith. As the Bridgewater's enthusiasm. and scrums are leading the way with new players, however, they now have to deal with the defense of Holy Cross.

Confusing Dates

A discrepancy in the 1983-84 "New Dimensions" student handbook has the potential of confusing senior students when it comes to formal degree application.

The problem is that the official date for the handbook is December 31, whereas the second edition of the handbook is December 1.

According to the handbook, the second edition is the one that counts for the date of the handbook. The second edition was printed on November 1, 1983, and it took nine days to print.

The discrepancy is that the first edition was printed on December 1, 1983, and it took nine days to print. The second edition was printed on December 31, 1983, and it took nine days to print.
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